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GRB spectral variability 
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Spectra are harder at larger fluxes 

for P(ν) ~ ν1+α  below spectral peak   

α=
-⅔

 

#6124 

25% of GRBs exhibit this correlation 



Rapid spectral variability  

(Kaneko, et al. ApJS 2006; PhD thesis) 

(T. Sakamoto talk today)  
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Weibel in shocks 
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Fig. 1.— Shock structure and particle energy spectra at time
ωpt = 2250. a) Number density in the simulation plane, normal-
ized to the upstream density. b) Transversely-averaged density.
c)-d) Magnetic and electric energy density in the simulation plane,
normalized to the upstream kinetic energy density. e) Transversely-
averaged magnetic (black) and electric (red) energy density. f) Lon-
gitudinal phase space for positrons, shown as a 2D histogram (elec-
tron phase space is nearly identical). g) Transverse phase space for
positrons. h) Positron spectrum p dN/dp versus p (thick solid line;
p ≡ γβ = [(γβx)2 + (γβy)2]1/2 is the particle 4-velocity) in the
region xsh − 400 c/ωp < x < xsh + 400 c/ωp (delimited by the ar-
rows at the bottom of panel (g)), and the relative contributions
of particles behind (thin solid line) and ahead (dotted line) of the
shock. The dashed line corresponds to a power-law distribution
dN/dp ∝ p−α with α = 2.5. i) Positron spectrum px dN/dpx ver-
sus px (with px ≡ γβx) for particles with px > 0 (red lines), and
positron spectrum py dN/dpy versus py (with py ≡ γβy) for par-
ticles with py > 0 (blue lines). The line style coding is the same
as in panel (h). The total spectrum around the shock (thick solid
lines) is shifted upward by a factor of 10 for clarity.

tion time ωpt = 4500, it is 4500 c/ωp long (along x).

In Fig. 1 we show the internal structure of the shock

at time ωpt = 2250. The 2D plots of number density

(Fig. 1a), magnetic energy (Fig. 1c) and electric energy

(Fig. 1d) show the filaments produced by Weibel insta-

bility in the upstream region, with characteristic trans-

verse scale ∼ 10 c/ωp. The magnetic filaments are ad-

vected with the upstream flow, so in the simulation frame

their magnetic and electric components are comparable

(black and red line in Fig. 1e, respectively). At the

shock (xsh � 1030 c/ωp at time ωpt = 2250), the fila-

ments merge and the magnetic energy density peaks at

∼ 10% of the upstream kinetic energy density (Fig. 1e).

The magnetic field decays farther downstream, where the

field is confined within islands of typical scale ∼ 20 c/ωp
(Fig. 1c).

The particle energy spectrum behind the shock (xsh −
400 c/ωp < x < xsh; thin solid line in Fig. 1h) consists of

a relativistic Maxwellian and a high-energy tail, which

can be fitted as a power-law of index α = 2.5 (dashed

line in Fig. 1h) with an exponential cutoff (Spitkovsky

2008b). In the upstream spectrum (xsh < x < xsh +

400 c/ωp; dotted line in Fig. 1h), the unshocked beam

populates the low-energy peak at p ≡ γβ � 15, whereas

the shock-accelerated returning particles with γβx > 0

(see the hot, diffuse population in Fig. 1f) appear as as

a high-energy bump. Since at the highest energies the

particles ahead of the shock account for nearly half of

the total census (compare dotted and thin solid lines in

Fig. 1h), the high-energy tail in the total spectrum (xsh−
400 c/ωp < x < xsh+400 c/ωp; thick solid line in Fig. 1h)

is significantly flatter than in the downstream spectrum.

3. SYNTHETIC PHOTON SPECTRUM

3.1. Numerical Technique
We summarize the method introduced by Hededal

(2005) and Hededal & Nordlund (2005) (see also

Nishikawa 2009; Martins et al. 2009a) to extract syn-

thetic spectra from simulations of collisionless shocks.

The electric far-field from a particle with charge q, ve-

locity v = βc and acceleration v̇ = β̇c is (Jackson 1999)

E(x, t) =
q

c

�
n× {(n− β)× β̇}

(1− β · n)3R

�

ret

, (1)

where the unit vector n points toward the observer, at

distance R from the emitting particle. Here, the quan-

tity in square brackets is to be evaluated at the retarded

time t� = t−R(t�)/c. The photon spectrum is then com-

puted via the Fourier transform of Poynting flux associ-

ated with the field in eq. (1). The energy dW received

per unit solid angle dΩ (around the direction n) and per

unit frequency dω can be computed as (Jackson 1999)

d
2W

dΩdω
=

q2

4π2c

�����

� +∞

−∞

n× {(n− β)× β̇}
(1− β · n)2

eiω(t�−n·r(t�)/c)
dt�

�����

2

(2)

where r(t�) is the particle trajectory. Here, we neglected

the Tsytovich-Razin effect due to the dispersive proper-

ties of the plasma (Rybicki & Lightman 1979).

In PIC simulations we know the positions, velocities

and accelerations of simulation particles with time reso-

lution ∆t = 0.045 ω−1
p . In order to accurately compute

the integral in eq. (2), we interpolate the orbit of the se-

lected particles so that to achieve an effective timestep

of 0.1 ∆t. For a given choice of n, we can then integrate

eq. (2) to obtain the photon spectrum from each parti-

cle. Assuming that the far-fields by different particles are

phase-uncorrelated, the total spectrum will be the sum

of the spectra of individual particles.

We have implemented eq. (2) and tested it for the cases

of synchrotron, bremsstrahlung and wiggler/undulator

radiation, finding good agreement with analytic solu-

tions. Following Hededal (2005) and Hededal & Nord-

lund (2005), we have traced test particle orbits in mag-

netic turbulence with a prescribed wave spectrum, and

we have verified the transition from the synchrotron to

(Sirony &Spitkovsky, 2009) 
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Fig. 2.— Solid lines: photon spectrum from a power-law popu-
lation of particles (dN/dp ∝ p−α between pmin = 50 and pmax =
2000, with α = 2.5) injected behind the shock (xsh − 400 c/ωp <
x < xsh). The particles are traced in the fields of the simulation
at time ωpt = 2250. The photon spectrum from the same parti-
cle population, but evolved in electromagnetic fields artificially re-
duced by a factor of 10 (100, respectively), is shown as dot-dashed
(dashed, respectively) lines. Red lines are for head-on emission
(n = x̂), blue lines for edge-on emission (n = ŷ).

the jitter regime as the wiggler parameter K becomes
smaller than unity.

We now present the photon spectrum resulting from
∼ 10, 000 particles moving in the electromagnetic fields
self-consistently produced in our PIC simulations. We
typically follow the particle trajectories over 3000 ∆t =
135 ω−1

p , which is long enough to reach convergence in the
shape of the spectrum, but short compared to the char-
acteristic time of the shock evolution, such that the spec-
trum we obtain may be regarded as “instantaneous.” We
compute the spectrum for both head-on emission (n = x̂,
which we call “nx = 1” from now on) and edge-on emis-
sion (n = ŷ, “ny = 1” from now on). Our calculations
are performed in the downstream fluid frame. An ad-
ditional Lorentz transformation is required if the down-
stream medium is moving with respect to the observer.

3.2. Results
We have studied the emission from relativistic shocks

with two experiments. First, we have injected a power-
law distribution of particles into the downstream region,
and we have traced their orbits in a fixed snapshot of the
fields of the simulation. The photon spectrum is then
calculated with the technique described above. Second,
we compute the spectrum from trajectories of particles
extracted directly from the simulation. In this case, both
the particle distribution and the electromagnetic turbu-
lence are provided by the PIC simulation, and the result-
ing emission will be the self-consistent spectrum from our
relativistic shock.

Fig. 2 shows the emission spectrum from a power-
law population of particles behind the shock (xsh −
400 c/ωp < x < xsh). We inject a 2D isotropic distri-
bution with dN/dp ∝ p−α (α = 2.5), between pmin = 50
and pmax = 2000. The spectral index and the lower cutoff
of the distribution are chosen to mimic the high-energy
tail of the downstream particle spectrum in the simula-

tion (thin solid line in Fig. 1h). The injected particles are
evolved in a fixed snapshot of the electromagnetic fields
from the PIC simulation, at time ωpt = 2250.

Since electric fields are negligible in the downstream
medium (see Fig. 1d-e), the resulting photon spectrum
will probe the strength and structure of the magnetic
fields, and it will clarify which regime – synchrotron or
jitter – is appropriate to describe the particle emission.
The solid lines in Fig. 2 show that the spectrum can be
well approximated by two power-law segments. Regard-
less of the observer’s direction n (red line for nx = 1,
blue line for ny = 1), the slope at the low frequencies
is remarkably close to 2/3 (dotted line in Fig. 2), as ex-
pected for synchrotron emission from a 2D particle dis-
tribution (e.g., Jackson 1999).1 In N dimensions, the
high-frequency slope should be −[α− (4−N)]/2, which
reduces to −(α−2)/2 = −0.25 for N = 2 and α = 2.5, in
agreement with our spectra (see dotted line). The sim-
ilarity between the cases nx = 1 and ny = 1 suggests,
given the isotropy of the injected particle distribution,
that the downstream magnetic fluctuations are spatially
isotropic, as seen in Fig. 1c.2

A transition to the jitter regime should appear when
the wiggler parameter K becomes significantly smaller
than unity (Medvedev 2000, 2006; Fleishman 2006a,b).
We have tried to artificially lower the value of K by de-
creasing the strength of the electromagnetic fields, by a
factor of 10 (dot-dashed lines in Fig. 2) and 100 (dashed
lines in Fig. 2). The high-frequency power-law decreases
in intensity and shifts to lower frequencies, proportion-
ally to the average magnetic field. The low-frequency
spectrum becomes softer for decreasing B, approaching
the flat slope expected in the jitter regime when the
shock is viewed edge-on. When we impose a magnetic
field spectrum of the form B(k) ∝ δ(k̂ − k̂0) (here, k̂0
is a fixed direction in k-space) with wiggler parameter
K � 1, we are able to recover the hard low-frequency
slope (∝ ω1) discussed by Medvedev (2000) for head-on
emission from shocks. However, we do not observe it for
the downstream turbulence self-consistently generated in
the simulation, suggesting that the magnetic field fluctu-
ations are not sufficiently ordered.

In Fig. 3 we show the photon spectrum resulting from
a sample of particles extracted directly from the PIC
simulation, followed near ωpt = 2250 in the time-varying
electromagnetic fields of the simulation. The selected
particles start in the region xsh − 400 c/ωp < x < xsh +
400. The photon spectrum (thick solid lines in Fig. 3; red
for nx = 1, blue for ny = 1) confirms that the emission
occurs in the synchrotron regime, as the 2/3 slope at the
low frequencies suggests (black dashed line).

Most of the low-frequency emission is powered by
the thermal particles behind the shock, with 4-velocity
p ≤ 50 (dot-dashed lines in Fig. 3a). At high frequen-
cies, the emission along ŷ (blue solid line in Fig. 3a) is
more powerful than along x̂ (red solid line in Fig. 3a).
This reflects the fact that the highest energy particles
are grazing the shock surface (Spitkovsky 2008b) and

1 For a 3D distribution the low-frequency spectrum is ∝ ω1/3.
2 The slight difference at high frequencies between nx = 1 and

ny = 1 is due to the residual electric fields at x � xsh (see Fig. 1d-
e), and it disappears if electric fields are neglected while computing
the spectrum.

 δjitter ~ 30…100 

 downstream:  
‘aged’, isotropic turbulence 

 diagnostics: δjitt  λ  n  

 δjitter ~ eBλ/mc2 ~ 6 BGauss λmeter  

 δjitter ~ ?  δjitter < 1 (?) 
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(Medvedev & Spitkovsky, 2009) 



A grand challenge 

Shock PIC simulations    shocks are the synch-like  
    “standard-spectral-shape” sources 
           (unless IC or optical depth included 
            talks by Diagne, Pe’er,…)  

Real GRB spectra    variable & often inconsistent with synchrotron 

  PIC simulations are not yet adequate: 
  too short, too small box (foreshock emission, CR feedback) 
  ambient field (whistlers) 

  GRBs are not due to shocks: 
  Collisional dissipation, optical depth effects (e.g., Beloborodov talk) 
  Poynting-flux-driven (magnetically-dominated) outflow  
     Reconnection 



Baryonic ejecta 

•  Dissipates energy and radiates via shocks 

•  Shocks are steady-state structures: 

  little or no emission variability 

  little or no radiation anisotropy  

•  Emit synch-like (and possibly flat) spectra: 

  no “synch-violating” spectra  

  need additional physics (self-absorption,???) 

-- alternatives needed -- 



Magnetically-dominated ejecta 

(Lyutikov & Blandford 2003) 



Reconnection (e+e-) 

Relativistic  & non-relativistic  
reconnection in  e+e- pair plasma  
(Swisdak, Liu, J. Drake, ApJ, 2008, 2009; 
Zenitani & Hesse, PoP, 2008) 

Weibel fields 

eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,

!y %
eVxBz

mc"max
2 %

1
ky,max

. "37#

Equivalently,

"max % & e

mc
VxBzky,max'1/2

= #B. "38#

The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.

042101-6 Liu, Swisdak, and Drake Phys. Plasmas 16, 042101 !2009"
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eigenfunctionpredictedbythemodelisingoodagreement
withthesimulations!seeFig.6"a#$.Theanisotropythreshold
forthefour-beammodelwithprofileBisshownasa"blue#
dashedlineinFig.5.

TheevolutionofthetemperatureanisotropyandWeibel-
generatedBzfromfoursmall-boxrunswithdifferentinitial
conditionsisshowninFig.6"c#and6"d#.Theanisotropies
"aty=0#decreaseintimetoslightlyabovethemarginal
value%2.3,whiletheamplitudeofBzsimultaneouslyrises.
TheincreaseinBzscattersthehotstreamingplasma,reduc-
ingthecentralanisotropy.Onlyasmallpartoftheenergy
releasedtransferstoBz.ThescatteringincreasesTyyand,
therefore,thecentralpressure,causingthelayertoexpand.
Asaresult,theambientBxincreasesduetocompression"not
shown#.

Inhomogeneousplasmaswecanpredictthesaturation
levelbyanalyzingtheparticlemotioninthey-direction,
dVy/dt=−"e/mc#VxBz.Roughlyspeaking,theWeibelinsta-
bilitysaturateswhenthemagneticfieldgrowstoavalue
suchthattheparticlesbecomemagneticallytrappedandcan
nolongeramplifythefield.Trappingoccurswhenthepar-
ticleexcursionalongŷ,!y,iscomparabletothewavelength
duringthemodegrowthtime,

!y%
eVxBz

mc"max
2%

1
ky,max

."37#

Equivalently,

"max%&
e

mc
VxBzky,max'

1/2
=#B."38#

Thesaturationoccurswhenthemagneticbouncefrequency,
#B,iscomparabletothefastestlineargrowthrate.Thisis
essentiallytheempiricalresultfromDavidsonetal.

12
Inthe

stronganisotropylimit,"max%Vxky,max!Eq."15#$,weobtain
thesimplesaturationcriterionky,max$z%1,where$zisthe
gyroradiusintheBzfield.Inourinhomogeneousplasmasthe
sameprincipleguidesthesaturationoftheWeibelmode,
althoughthepredictedsaturationvalueofBzissmallerdue
totheinhomogeneity.

VI.IMPLICATIONSFORPAIRRECONNECTION

A.kystructure

Thebasicfeaturesofapairplasmareconnectionsimu-
lationareshowninFig.7.TheWeibelinstabilitymanifests
itselfasachess-board-likestructureinthedownstreamout-
of-planemagneticfield!seeFig.7"b#$.Thestructuretravels
downstreamwiththeoutflowspeedfromthex-line,which
impliesthattheWeibelisapurelygrowingmodeinthe
frameoftheoutflowingplasma.Swisdaketal.

9
proposed

thattheanisotropy"withtypicalmagnitudeTx/Ty%2–4#
drivingtheinstabilityarisesfromcoldinflowingplasma
mixingwithoutflowfromthex-line.Hereweapplyourana-
lyticalresultstotheseobservations.Afterfittingtheinhomo-
geneity!Fig.7"d#$seeninthereconnectionsimulationsby
Eqs."35#and"36#withparametersnh=0.25n0,nb
=0.2n0,Bx,h

2
=0.8Bx0

2
"denotedasprofileC#,wecanfindthe

necessarytemperatureanisotropyforWeibeltobeunstable

withinthecurrentlayer.The"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.5
isthemarginalcriterionfortheWeibelinstabilityanditgives
ustheminimumtemperatureanisotropyTx/T%3.3fora
typicalreconnectionlayerofwidth4de"i.e.,%=2de#.This
predictedminimumiswithintheobservedanisotropyvalues
"2–4#andthusdemonstratesthatthereconnectioncurrent
layercansupporttheWeibelmode.TheevenparityofBz
producedbytheWeibelmode!Fig.6"a#$isalsoseeninthe
reconnectionsimulation.Fartherdownstream,thenonlinear
saturationoftheWeibelinstabilitystopsthesystemfrom
movingtoevenhighertemperatureanisotropiesandkeeps
thesystemnearmarginalstability.

ThemagnitudeofBzsaturatesat%0.1–0.4Bx0inFig.
6"d#,whichiscomparabletothevalueshowninFig.7"b#.
Thereforebymeasuringthetime,ts,forBztosaturate,we
canestimatethehalflengthofthereconnectionnozzleas
L(VA,etssinceBzdevelopsfromtheinstabilitywhilethe
plasmaisconvectedoutfromthex-pointatroughlytheelec-
tronAlfvénvelocity.Asaresult,anisotropyvaluesof2.5–4
withsaturationtimesfromFig.6"d#giveapredictedhalf-
nozzlelengthintherange25–80de,whichcomparesfavor-
ablywiththeobservedreconnectionlayerhalflengthof
60de.Althoughthesesmallrunsusehigherdensityplasmas
thanthereconnectionruns,weexpectthesaturationbehavior
tobesimilar.Furthermore,the"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.
6"b#,whichrepresentsthefour-beammodelsolutionwith
profileC,indicatesthatananisotropyof4.0producesa
growthrateof%0.2&ce,whichagainleadstoanozzlehalf
lengthof%50de!i.e.,weexpectitsevolutiontobesimilarto
thesolidcurveinFig.6"d#$.

Incontrastwithoursmall-boxrunswherereconnection
wassuppressed,weexpectthebackgroundtobenoisierina
simulationthatallowsbothreconnectionandtheWeibelin-
stabilitytodevelop.Howeverthatwillnotstronglyaffectour

FIG.7."Coloronline#APICsimulationofpairreconnection."a#The
x-directionpositrontemperature.TheX-pointisontherightedgeoftheplot.
"b#TheBzsignaturesofboththeWeibel"chess-board-likestructure#and
two-stream"finerstructurerightsideoftheWeibel#instabilities."c#TheEx
signatureofthetwo-streaminstabilityinthedownstreamregion."d#The
inhomogeneityplottedalongthewhitelinein"a#.Thelinestyles"colors#
arethesameasinFig.3."e#Thedouble-humpedvelocitydistribution
function"blue#inthetwo-streamandWeibelunstableregion!x/de,y/de
!"−21:18,−4:4#$becomessingle-humped"black#fartherdownstream
!x/de,y/de!"−44:−30,−4:4#$.

042101-6Liu,Swisdak,andDrakePhys.Plasmas16,042101!2009"
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eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,

!y %
eVxBz

mc"max
2 %

1
ky,max

. "37#

Equivalently,

"max % & e

mc
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The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,
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Equivalently,
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VxBzky,max'1/2

= #B. "38#

The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunctionpredictedbythemodelisingoodagreement
withthesimulations!seeFig.6"a#$.Theanisotropythreshold
forthefour-beammodelwithprofileBisshownasa"blue#
dashedlineinFig.5.

TheevolutionofthetemperatureanisotropyandWeibel-
generatedBzfromfoursmall-boxrunswithdifferentinitial
conditionsisshowninFig.6"c#and6"d#.Theanisotropies
"aty=0#decreaseintimetoslightlyabovethemarginal
value%2.3,whiletheamplitudeofBzsimultaneouslyrises.
TheincreaseinBzscattersthehotstreamingplasma,reduc-
ingthecentralanisotropy.Onlyasmallpartoftheenergy
releasedtransferstoBz.ThescatteringincreasesTyyand,
therefore,thecentralpressure,causingthelayertoexpand.
Asaresult,theambientBxincreasesduetocompression"not
shown#.

Inhomogeneousplasmaswecanpredictthesaturation
levelbyanalyzingtheparticlemotioninthey-direction,
dVy/dt=−"e/mc#VxBz.Roughlyspeaking,theWeibelinsta-
bilitysaturateswhenthemagneticfieldgrowstoavalue
suchthattheparticlesbecomemagneticallytrappedandcan
nolongeramplifythefield.Trappingoccurswhenthepar-
ticleexcursionalongŷ,!y,iscomparabletothewavelength
duringthemodegrowthtime,
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."37#

Equivalently,
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Thesaturationoccurswhenthemagneticbouncefrequency,
#B,iscomparabletothefastestlineargrowthrate.Thisis
essentiallytheempiricalresultfromDavidsonetal.

12
Inthe

stronganisotropylimit,"max%Vxky,max!Eq."15#$,weobtain
thesimplesaturationcriterionky,max$z%1,where$zisthe
gyroradiusintheBzfield.Inourinhomogeneousplasmasthe
sameprincipleguidesthesaturationoftheWeibelmode,
althoughthepredictedsaturationvalueofBzissmallerdue
totheinhomogeneity.

VI.IMPLICATIONSFORPAIRRECONNECTION

A.kystructure

Thebasicfeaturesofapairplasmareconnectionsimu-
lationareshowninFig.7.TheWeibelinstabilitymanifests
itselfasachess-board-likestructureinthedownstreamout-
of-planemagneticfield!seeFig.7"b#$.Thestructuretravels
downstreamwiththeoutflowspeedfromthex-line,which
impliesthattheWeibelisapurelygrowingmodeinthe
frameoftheoutflowingplasma.Swisdaketal.

9
proposed

thattheanisotropy"withtypicalmagnitudeTx/Ty%2–4#
drivingtheinstabilityarisesfromcoldinflowingplasma
mixingwithoutflowfromthex-line.Hereweapplyourana-
lyticalresultstotheseobservations.Afterfittingtheinhomo-
geneity!Fig.7"d#$seeninthereconnectionsimulationsby
Eqs."35#and"36#withparametersnh=0.25n0,nb
=0.2n0,Bx,h

2
=0.8Bx0

2
"denotedasprofileC#,wecanfindthe

necessarytemperatureanisotropyforWeibeltobeunstable

withinthecurrentlayer.The"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.5
isthemarginalcriterionfortheWeibelinstabilityanditgives
ustheminimumtemperatureanisotropyTx/T%3.3fora
typicalreconnectionlayerofwidth4de"i.e.,%=2de#.This
predictedminimumiswithintheobservedanisotropyvalues
"2–4#andthusdemonstratesthatthereconnectioncurrent
layercansupporttheWeibelmode.TheevenparityofBz
producedbytheWeibelmode!Fig.6"a#$isalsoseeninthe
reconnectionsimulation.Fartherdownstream,thenonlinear
saturationoftheWeibelinstabilitystopsthesystemfrom
movingtoevenhighertemperatureanisotropiesandkeeps
thesystemnearmarginalstability.

ThemagnitudeofBzsaturatesat%0.1–0.4Bx0inFig.
6"d#,whichiscomparabletothevalueshowninFig.7"b#.
Thereforebymeasuringthetime,ts,forBztosaturate,we
canestimatethehalflengthofthereconnectionnozzleas
L(VA,etssinceBzdevelopsfromtheinstabilitywhilethe
plasmaisconvectedoutfromthex-pointatroughlytheelec-
tronAlfvénvelocity.Asaresult,anisotropyvaluesof2.5–4
withsaturationtimesfromFig.6"d#giveapredictedhalf-
nozzlelengthintherange25–80de,whichcomparesfavor-
ablywiththeobservedreconnectionlayerhalflengthof
60de.Althoughthesesmallrunsusehigherdensityplasmas
thanthereconnectionruns,weexpectthesaturationbehavior
tobesimilar.Furthermore,the"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.
6"b#,whichrepresentsthefour-beammodelsolutionwith
profileC,indicatesthatananisotropyof4.0producesa
growthrateof%0.2&ce,whichagainleadstoanozzlehalf
lengthof%50de!i.e.,weexpectitsevolutiontobesimilarto
thesolidcurveinFig.6"d#$.

Incontrastwithoursmall-boxrunswherereconnection
wassuppressed,weexpectthebackgroundtobenoisierina
simulationthatallowsbothreconnectionandtheWeibelin-
stabilitytodevelop.Howeverthatwillnotstronglyaffectour

FIG.7."Coloronline#APICsimulationofpairreconnection."a#The
x-directionpositrontemperature.TheX-pointisontherightedgeoftheplot.
"b#TheBzsignaturesofboththeWeibel"chess-board-likestructure#and
two-stream"finerstructurerightsideoftheWeibel#instabilities."c#TheEx
signatureofthetwo-streaminstabilityinthedownstreamregion."d#The
inhomogeneityplottedalongthewhitelinein"a#.Thelinestyles"colors#
arethesameasinFig.3."e#Thedouble-humpedvelocitydistribution
function"blue#inthetwo-streamandWeibelunstableregion!x/de,y/de
!"−21:18,−4:4#$becomessingle-humped"black#fartherdownstream
!x/de,y/de!"−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,
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mc"max
2 %

1
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. "37#

Equivalently,

"max % & e
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VxBzky,max'1/2

= #B. "38#

The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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Radiation from reconnection  
eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,
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mc"max
2 %
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Equivalently,
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The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunctionpredictedbythemodelisingoodagreement
withthesimulations!seeFig.6"a#$.Theanisotropythreshold
forthefour-beammodelwithprofileBisshownasa"blue#
dashedlineinFig.5.

TheevolutionofthetemperatureanisotropyandWeibel-
generatedBzfromfoursmall-boxrunswithdifferentinitial
conditionsisshowninFig.6"c#and6"d#.Theanisotropies
"aty=0#decreaseintimetoslightlyabovethemarginal
value%2.3,whiletheamplitudeofBzsimultaneouslyrises.
TheincreaseinBzscattersthehotstreamingplasma,reduc-
ingthecentralanisotropy.Onlyasmallpartoftheenergy
releasedtransferstoBz.ThescatteringincreasesTyyand,
therefore,thecentralpressure,causingthelayertoexpand.
Asaresult,theambientBxincreasesduetocompression"not
shown#.

Inhomogeneousplasmaswecanpredictthesaturation
levelbyanalyzingtheparticlemotioninthey-direction,
dVy/dt=−"e/mc#VxBz.Roughlyspeaking,theWeibelinsta-
bilitysaturateswhenthemagneticfieldgrowstoavalue
suchthattheparticlesbecomemagneticallytrappedandcan
nolongeramplifythefield.Trappingoccurswhenthepar-
ticleexcursionalongŷ,!y,iscomparabletothewavelength
duringthemodegrowthtime,
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Equivalently,
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Thesaturationoccurswhenthemagneticbouncefrequency,
#B,iscomparabletothefastestlineargrowthrate.Thisis
essentiallytheempiricalresultfromDavidsonetal.

12
Inthe

stronganisotropylimit,"max%Vxky,max!Eq."15#$,weobtain
thesimplesaturationcriterionky,max$z%1,where$zisthe
gyroradiusintheBzfield.Inourinhomogeneousplasmasthe
sameprincipleguidesthesaturationoftheWeibelmode,
althoughthepredictedsaturationvalueofBzissmallerdue
totheinhomogeneity.

VI.IMPLICATIONSFORPAIRRECONNECTION

A.kystructure

Thebasicfeaturesofapairplasmareconnectionsimu-
lationareshowninFig.7.TheWeibelinstabilitymanifests
itselfasachess-board-likestructureinthedownstreamout-
of-planemagneticfield!seeFig.7"b#$.Thestructuretravels
downstreamwiththeoutflowspeedfromthex-line,which
impliesthattheWeibelisapurelygrowingmodeinthe
frameoftheoutflowingplasma.Swisdaketal.

9
proposed

thattheanisotropy"withtypicalmagnitudeTx/Ty%2–4#
drivingtheinstabilityarisesfromcoldinflowingplasma
mixingwithoutflowfromthex-line.Hereweapplyourana-
lyticalresultstotheseobservations.Afterfittingtheinhomo-
geneity!Fig.7"d#$seeninthereconnectionsimulationsby
Eqs."35#and"36#withparametersnh=0.25n0,nb
=0.2n0,Bx,h

2
=0.8Bx0

2
"denotedasprofileC#,wecanfindthe

necessarytemperatureanisotropyforWeibeltobeunstable

withinthecurrentlayer.The"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.5
isthemarginalcriterionfortheWeibelinstabilityanditgives
ustheminimumtemperatureanisotropyTx/T%3.3fora
typicalreconnectionlayerofwidth4de"i.e.,%=2de#.This
predictedminimumiswithintheobservedanisotropyvalues
"2–4#andthusdemonstratesthatthereconnectioncurrent
layercansupporttheWeibelmode.TheevenparityofBz
producedbytheWeibelmode!Fig.6"a#$isalsoseeninthe
reconnectionsimulation.Fartherdownstream,thenonlinear
saturationoftheWeibelinstabilitystopsthesystemfrom
movingtoevenhighertemperatureanisotropiesandkeeps
thesystemnearmarginalstability.

ThemagnitudeofBzsaturatesat%0.1–0.4Bx0inFig.
6"d#,whichiscomparabletothevalueshowninFig.7"b#.
Thereforebymeasuringthetime,ts,forBztosaturate,we
canestimatethehalflengthofthereconnectionnozzleas
L(VA,etssinceBzdevelopsfromtheinstabilitywhilethe
plasmaisconvectedoutfromthex-pointatroughlytheelec-
tronAlfvénvelocity.Asaresult,anisotropyvaluesof2.5–4
withsaturationtimesfromFig.6"d#giveapredictedhalf-
nozzlelengthintherange25–80de,whichcomparesfavor-
ablywiththeobservedreconnectionlayerhalflengthof
60de.Althoughthesesmallrunsusehigherdensityplasmas
thanthereconnectionruns,weexpectthesaturationbehavior
tobesimilar.Furthermore,the"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.
6"b#,whichrepresentsthefour-beammodelsolutionwith
profileC,indicatesthatananisotropyof4.0producesa
growthrateof%0.2&ce,whichagainleadstoanozzlehalf
lengthof%50de!i.e.,weexpectitsevolutiontobesimilarto
thesolidcurveinFig.6"d#$.

Incontrastwithoursmall-boxrunswherereconnection
wassuppressed,weexpectthebackgroundtobenoisierina
simulationthatallowsbothreconnectionandtheWeibelin-
stabilitytodevelop.Howeverthatwillnotstronglyaffectour

FIG.7."Coloronline#APICsimulationofpairreconnection."a#The
x-directionpositrontemperature.TheX-pointisontherightedgeoftheplot.
"b#TheBzsignaturesofboththeWeibel"chess-board-likestructure#and
two-stream"finerstructurerightsideoftheWeibel#instabilities."c#TheEx
signatureofthetwo-streaminstabilityinthedownstreamregion."d#The
inhomogeneityplottedalongthewhitelinein"a#.Thelinestyles"colors#
arethesameasinFig.3."e#Thedouble-humpedvelocitydistribution
function"blue#inthetwo-streamandWeibelunstableregion!x/de,y/de
!"−21:18,−4:4#$becomessingle-humped"black#fartherdownstream
!x/de,y/de!"−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,

!y %
eVxBz

mc"max
2 %

1
ky,max

. "37#

Equivalently,

"max % & e

mc
VxBzky,max'1/2

= #B. "38#

The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,
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mc"max
2 %

1
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. "37#

Equivalently,

"max % & e

mc
VxBzky,max'1/2

= #B. "38#

The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunctionpredictedbythemodelisingoodagreement
withthesimulations!seeFig.6"a#$.Theanisotropythreshold
forthefour-beammodelwithprofileBisshownasa"blue#
dashedlineinFig.5.

TheevolutionofthetemperatureanisotropyandWeibel-
generatedBzfromfoursmall-boxrunswithdifferentinitial
conditionsisshowninFig.6"c#and6"d#.Theanisotropies
"aty=0#decreaseintimetoslightlyabovethemarginal
value%2.3,whiletheamplitudeofBzsimultaneouslyrises.
TheincreaseinBzscattersthehotstreamingplasma,reduc-
ingthecentralanisotropy.Onlyasmallpartoftheenergy
releasedtransferstoBz.ThescatteringincreasesTyyand,
therefore,thecentralpressure,causingthelayertoexpand.
Asaresult,theambientBxincreasesduetocompression"not
shown#.

Inhomogeneousplasmaswecanpredictthesaturation
levelbyanalyzingtheparticlemotioninthey-direction,
dVy/dt=−"e/mc#VxBz.Roughlyspeaking,theWeibelinsta-
bilitysaturateswhenthemagneticfieldgrowstoavalue
suchthattheparticlesbecomemagneticallytrappedandcan
nolongeramplifythefield.Trappingoccurswhenthepar-
ticleexcursionalongŷ,!y,iscomparabletothewavelength
duringthemodegrowthtime,
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Equivalently,
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Thesaturationoccurswhenthemagneticbouncefrequency,
#B,iscomparabletothefastestlineargrowthrate.Thisis
essentiallytheempiricalresultfromDavidsonetal.

12
Inthe

stronganisotropylimit,"max%Vxky,max!Eq."15#$,weobtain
thesimplesaturationcriterionky,max$z%1,where$zisthe
gyroradiusintheBzfield.Inourinhomogeneousplasmasthe
sameprincipleguidesthesaturationoftheWeibelmode,
althoughthepredictedsaturationvalueofBzissmallerdue
totheinhomogeneity.

VI.IMPLICATIONSFORPAIRRECONNECTION

A.kystructure

Thebasicfeaturesofapairplasmareconnectionsimu-
lationareshowninFig.7.TheWeibelinstabilitymanifests
itselfasachess-board-likestructureinthedownstreamout-
of-planemagneticfield!seeFig.7"b#$.Thestructuretravels
downstreamwiththeoutflowspeedfromthex-line,which
impliesthattheWeibelisapurelygrowingmodeinthe
frameoftheoutflowingplasma.Swisdaketal.

9
proposed

thattheanisotropy"withtypicalmagnitudeTx/Ty%2–4#
drivingtheinstabilityarisesfromcoldinflowingplasma
mixingwithoutflowfromthex-line.Hereweapplyourana-
lyticalresultstotheseobservations.Afterfittingtheinhomo-
geneity!Fig.7"d#$seeninthereconnectionsimulationsby
Eqs."35#and"36#withparametersnh=0.25n0,nb
=0.2n0,Bx,h

2
=0.8Bx0

2
"denotedasprofileC#,wecanfindthe

necessarytemperatureanisotropyforWeibeltobeunstable

withinthecurrentlayer.The"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.5
isthemarginalcriterionfortheWeibelinstabilityanditgives
ustheminimumtemperatureanisotropyTx/T%3.3fora
typicalreconnectionlayerofwidth4de"i.e.,%=2de#.This
predictedminimumiswithintheobservedanisotropyvalues
"2–4#andthusdemonstratesthatthereconnectioncurrent
layercansupporttheWeibelmode.TheevenparityofBz
producedbytheWeibelmode!Fig.6"a#$isalsoseeninthe
reconnectionsimulation.Fartherdownstream,thenonlinear
saturationoftheWeibelinstabilitystopsthesystemfrom
movingtoevenhighertemperatureanisotropiesandkeeps
thesystemnearmarginalstability.

ThemagnitudeofBzsaturatesat%0.1–0.4Bx0inFig.
6"d#,whichiscomparabletothevalueshowninFig.7"b#.
Thereforebymeasuringthetime,ts,forBztosaturate,we
canestimatethehalflengthofthereconnectionnozzleas
L(VA,etssinceBzdevelopsfromtheinstabilitywhilethe
plasmaisconvectedoutfromthex-pointatroughlytheelec-
tronAlfvénvelocity.Asaresult,anisotropyvaluesof2.5–4
withsaturationtimesfromFig.6"d#giveapredictedhalf-
nozzlelengthintherange25–80de,whichcomparesfavor-
ablywiththeobservedreconnectionlayerhalflengthof
60de.Althoughthesesmallrunsusehigherdensityplasmas
thanthereconnectionruns,weexpectthesaturationbehavior
tobesimilar.Furthermore,the"red#dot-dashedcurveinFig.
6"b#,whichrepresentsthefour-beammodelsolutionwith
profileC,indicatesthatananisotropyof4.0producesa
growthrateof%0.2&ce,whichagainleadstoanozzlehalf
lengthof%50de!i.e.,weexpectitsevolutiontobesimilarto
thesolidcurveinFig.6"d#$.

Incontrastwithoursmall-boxrunswherereconnection
wassuppressed,weexpectthebackgroundtobenoisierina
simulationthatallowsbothreconnectionandtheWeibelin-
stabilitytodevelop.Howeverthatwillnotstronglyaffectour

FIG.7."Coloronline#APICsimulationofpairreconnection."a#The
x-directionpositrontemperature.TheX-pointisontherightedgeoftheplot.
"b#TheBzsignaturesofboththeWeibel"chess-board-likestructure#and
two-stream"finerstructurerightsideoftheWeibel#instabilities."c#TheEx
signatureofthetwo-streaminstabilityinthedownstreamregion."d#The
inhomogeneityplottedalongthewhitelinein"a#.Thelinestyles"colors#
arethesameasinFig.3."e#Thedouble-humpedvelocitydistribution
function"blue#inthetwo-streamandWeibelunstableregion!x/de,y/de
!"−21:18,−4:4#$becomessingle-humped"black#fartherdownstream
!x/de,y/de!"−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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eigenfunction predicted by the model is in good agreement
with the simulations !see Fig. 6"a#$. The anisotropy threshold
for the four-beam model with profile B is shown as a "blue#
dashed line in Fig. 5.

The evolution of the temperature anisotropy and Weibel-
generated Bz from four small-box runs with different initial
conditions is shown in Fig. 6"c# and 6"d#. The anisotropies
"at y=0# decrease in time to slightly above the marginal
value %2.3, while the amplitude of Bz simultaneously rises.
The increase in Bz scatters the hot streaming plasma, reduc-
ing the central anisotropy. Only a small part of the energy
released transfers to Bz. The scattering increases Tyy and,
therefore, the central pressure, causing the layer to expand.
As a result, the ambient Bx increases due to compression "not
shown#.

In homogeneous plasmas we can predict the saturation
level by analyzing the particle motion in the y-direction,
dVy /dt=−"e /mc#VxBz. Roughly speaking, the Weibel insta-
bility saturates when the magnetic field grows to a value
such that the particles become magnetically trapped and can
no longer amplify the field. Trapping occurs when the par-
ticle excursion along ŷ, !y, is comparable to the wavelength
during the mode growth time,
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Equivalently,

"max % & e
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= #B. "38#

The saturation occurs when the magnetic bounce frequency,
#B, is comparable to the fastest linear growth rate. This is
essentially the empirical result from Davidson et al.12 In the
strong anisotropy limit, "max%Vxky,max !Eq. "15#$, we obtain
the simple saturation criterion ky,max$z%1, where $z is the
gyroradius in the Bz field. In our inhomogeneous plasmas the
same principle guides the saturation of the Weibel mode,
although the predicted saturation value of Bz is smaller due
to the inhomogeneity.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR PAIR RECONNECTION

A. ky structure

The basic features of a pair plasma reconnection simu-
lation are shown in Fig. 7. The Weibel instability manifests
itself as a chess-board-like structure in the downstream out-
of-plane magnetic field !see Fig. 7"b#$. The structure travels
downstream with the outflow speed from the x-line, which
implies that the Weibel is a purely growing mode in the
frame of the outflowing plasma. Swisdak et al.9 proposed
that the anisotropy "with typical magnitude Tx /Ty %2–4#
driving the instability arises from cold inflowing plasma
mixing with outflow from the x-line. Here we apply our ana-
lytical results to these observations. After fitting the inhomo-
geneity !Fig. 7"d#$ seen in the reconnection simulations by
Eqs. "35# and "36# with parameters nh=0.25n0 , nb
=0.2n0 , Bx,h

2 =0.8Bx0
2 "denoted as profile C#, we can find the

necessary temperature anisotropy for Weibel to be unstable

within the current layer. The "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig. 5
is the marginal criterion for the Weibel instability and it gives
us the minimum temperature anisotropy Tx /T%3.3 for a
typical reconnection layer of width 4de "i.e., %=2de#. This
predicted minimum is within the observed anisotropy values
"2–4# and thus demonstrates that the reconnection current
layer can support the Weibel mode. The even parity of Bz
produced by the Weibel mode !Fig. 6"a#$ is also seen in the
reconnection simulation. Farther downstream, the nonlinear
saturation of the Weibel instability stops the system from
moving to even higher temperature anisotropies and keeps
the system near marginal stability.

The magnitude of Bz saturates at %0.1–0.4Bx0 in Fig.
6"d#, which is comparable to the value shown in Fig. 7"b#.
Therefore by measuring the time, ts, for Bz to saturate, we
can estimate the half length of the reconnection nozzle as
L(VA,ets since Bz develops from the instability while the
plasma is convected out from the x-point at roughly the elec-
tron Alfvén velocity. As a result, anisotropy values of 2.5–4
with saturation times from Fig. 6"d# give a predicted half-
nozzle length in the range 25–80de, which compares favor-
ably with the observed reconnection layer half length of
60de. Although these small runs use higher density plasmas
than the reconnection runs, we expect the saturation behavior
to be similar. Furthermore, the "red# dot-dashed curve in Fig.
6"b#, which represents the four-beam model solution with
profile C, indicates that an anisotropy of 4.0 produces a
growth rate of %0.2 &ce, which again leads to a nozzle half
length of %50de !i.e., we expect its evolution to be similar to
the solid curve in Fig. 6"d#$.

In contrast with our small-box runs where reconnection
was suppressed, we expect the background to be noisier in a
simulation that allows both reconnection and the Weibel in-
stability to develop. However that will not strongly affect our

FIG. 7. "Color online# A PIC simulation of pair reconnection. "a# The
x-direction positron temperature. The X-point is on the right edge of the plot.
"b# The Bz signatures of both the Weibel "chess-board-like structure# and
two-stream "finer structure right side of the Weibel# instabilities. "c# The Ex
signature of the two-stream instability in the downstream region. "d# The
inhomogeneity plotted along the white line in "a#. The line styles "colors#
are the same as in Fig. 3. "e# The double-humped velocity distribution
function "blue# in the two-stream and Weibel unstable region !x /de ,y /de
! "−21:18,−4:4#$ becomes single-humped "black# farther downstream
!x /de ,y /de! "−44:−30,−4:4#$.
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Radiation during Weibel instability 
PIC 3D e+e- simulations (Frederiksen, Haugboelle, Nordlund, Medvedev, ApJL, 2010)    
Radiation is obtained self-consistently in situ, “on the flight” from the same particles 

time evolution angular  
dependence 



Radiation during Weibel instability 
PIC 3D e+e- simulations (by Frederiksen, Haugboelle, Nordlund)    
Radiation is obtained self-consistently in situ, “on the flight” from the same particles 
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Modeling 

(Medvedev, et al, ApJ 2009) 
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Clue on B-field orientation in GRB jet 
Assume magnetic field dominated jet; radiation is produced in reconnection.  
Consider radial field (due to Contact Discont. instability) and  

 poloidal field (large-scale jet field) 



Clue on B-field orientation in GRB jet 
Assume magnetic field dominated jet; radiation is produced in reconnection.  
Consider radial field (due to Contact Discont. instability) and  

 poloidal field (large-scale jet field) 

radial field tangential field 

tangential field configuration model is at 
odds with most observations 



Conclusions 
•  Emissivity is intrinsically anisotropic (angle-dependent) 
•  Emissivity can also be time-dependent 
•  Geometry is a major factor:  

  global jet geometry  spectral variability 
  jet-in-a-jet orientation  diversity of GRBs 

Paradigm shift: 

Spectrally variable GRBs  
  not consistent with optically thin shock model (baryonic and/or leptonic) 
  indicative of magnetic reconnection (Poynting flux dominated jets) 
      α >-2/3 non-synchrotron spectra are jitter and/or small-pitch-angle. 
  models with variable optical thickness (& thermal+PL) need more studies 

Low or no spectral evolution GRBs  
  can be from shocks 
   flat, α ~ -1, jitter spectra – leptonic jets preferred 
   synchrotron-like – baryonic ejecta preferred  


